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Farm

FOREWORD
Bord na Móna and ESB Wind Energy are fully committed to protecting the Health and Safety of
colleagues, contractors, and the public on all Wind Farm Sites. An open and proactive Health and
Safety Culture with the full involvement of all staff is promoted on all Wind Farm Sites. Visible leadership
reinforces this belief and our goal of zero injuries.
Bord na Móna and ESB Wind Energy comply with, and constantly aims to exceed, all relevant legal and
regulatory Health and Safety requirements. The required safety standards and behaviours are
communicated to staff in a clear and unambiguous manner, with all necessary training, systems, and
procedures put in place to support and continuously audit our safety performance.
The overall responsibility for Safety on each Wind Farm rests with the Wind Farm Manager. It is also the
responsibility of all employees / Contractors to co-operate with the Manager, in particular for their own
safety and for the safety of others who may be affected by their acts or omissions.

Bord na Móna and ESB Wind Energy are fully committed to the protection of the environment and
comply with national and international legislation and obligations protecting the environment. Both Bord
na Móna and ESB Wind Energy operate their sites to high environmental standards and environmental
protection is enshrined in their individual policies.

Gerard Noonan
Project Manager Oweninny Power Limited
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1

INTRODUCTION

Safety and environment are the main priorities within the Wind farm site in how we plan, organise and
undertake day to day activities and operations. In all our activities Safety of Personnel is of the utmost
importance and the following hierarchy is used in all decision making for day to day activities and
business decisions.

Safety of Personnel

Safety of Plant and Environment

Plant Availability

Operating Efficiency

All Oweninny Power Ltd. staff involved are committed to:
• Implementing the highest standards of operation and maintenance.
• Continuously improving safety on site
• Requiring contractors to comply as a minimum with ESBI Eng & FM Ltd safety standards as
part of their contract.
• Complying with all health & safety, employment and equality legislation
• Complying with all environmental obligations
These emergency procedures have been developed with the safety of personnel at the forefront. They
are to be followed in the event of any emergency on Oweninny Wind Farm.
Instructions detailed in the following pages and in the Site Safety Rules and the Electrical Safety Rules
and Procedures are compiled to assist Staff in carrying out their duties in as safe a manner as possible
and to ensure the safe evacuation of the Plant in an emergency.
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However, it should be noted that these are guidelines only. A Risk Assessment must be carried out
before work commences and the Plant Manager and / or Wind Farm Manager consulted in the event of
any queries regarding Health and Safety in the Wind farm.
Oweninny Power Ltd. and sub –contractors have a responsibility to report immediately to their
supervisor and the Wind Farm Manager any incident that has resulted in an injury being sustained to
themselves, another employee or the public or any pollution incident occurring. Employees will assist
in completing a full written report as part of the investigation of the circumstances in which the injury or
environmental pollution occurred.

1.1 Control and Distribution
Only controlled copies of these procedures are to be used as working documents.
The Wind Farm manager is responsible for distribution and control of these procedures. A register of
controlled copies issued to contractors and Oweninny Power Ltd. staff will be held by the Wind Farm
Manager.
The procedures are subject to a periodic revision and each re-issue will show a revision number. Copies
of the Emergency Response Plan which have not been stamped controlled are to be considered
uncontrolled and not subject to re-issue.
This document and the information contained therein is the property of Oweninny Power ltd. It must not
be reported in whole or in part or otherwise disclosed without the prior written consent of Oweninny
Power Ltd.
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2

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES

2.1 Summary of Main Points

•

Always contact the Site Manager before commencing work on site and when
leaving site.

•

Always carry a mobile phone or radio on site that is fully charged

•

Always contact the Site Manager during an emergency, if for some reason you are
unable to make contact with the Site Manager contact the Caretaker.

•

Always have the contact numbers for Wind Farm Manager and your colleagues
while on site.

•

Always report a pollution incident to the Site Manager without delay

•

Keep people as far away as possible from an accident or incident to ensure their
safety, including the general public.

•

Do not hinder emergency services in any way from approaching the wind farm and
provide assistance where possible.

•

Never approach a casualty until you ensure the scene is safe

•

Do not approach a person in contact with electricity or an exposed cable unless
certain that the supply has been disconnected.

•

Do not approach a wind turbine that is on fire or spinning out of control.

•

Evacuate to the nearest safe assembly point when the alarm is raised

•

Where there is a phone number on the assembly point notice call it immediately
during an evacuation.

•

Only administer first aid if trained to do so

•

Only use safety equipment if you have been trained to do so
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•

Always climb in pairs and only climb if you are certified to do so

•

If working alone you must follow the lone working guidelines

•

Move away from the vicinity of wind turbines during a lightening storm.

•

Always be aware of overhead work in the vicinity of a wind turbine.

2.2 Evacuation Procedure
On hearing fire alarm in the substation or in the event of
evacuation of the windfarm site by phone or radio proceed
to the designated assembly points.
If an unsafe situation arises raise the alarm and evacuate
the location. Contact Wind Farm personnel via radio or
mobile phone to evacuate to nearest assembly point.
Note: Always evacuate immediately, do not attempt to take
tools or other belongings with you.

Assembly Points specific to the Wind Farm are
located in Appendix A
If there is a phone number displayed on the Assembly
Point Notice ring it immediately to confirm arrival or
ring the Site Manager

Wind Farm Manager will co-ordinate the evacuation and
either perform a head count if present on site or confirm
by phone or radio that all personnel are accounted for

NOTE
All Personnel must contact the site manager on commencing and
competing works on site.
If the nearest assembly point is inaccessible or dangerous to access
then go to the next safest assembly point
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2.3 Procedure in event of an accident

This procedure is to be followed in the event of an accident to a contractor, member of public
or staff member.
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Contact First Aider on Site.

Ensure scene is safe and give the
patient first aid if required and
contact Site Manager or caretaker
immediately if not already done.

NO

Are emergency
services required

Note: Only give first aid if trained to
do so.

Use radio/mobile to contact another
person on the Wind Farm site to
raise the alarm of if necessary
reassure Patient you are going to
get help and will return as soon as
possible.

YES

Mobile reception poor
Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points by contact via
radio or mobile if the situation may
endanger others.

YES

Cover patient if it is safe to do so
and move to an area with mobile
coverage.

NO
Can you meet
Emergency Services
at Assembly point

Contact a colleague or ESBI
Emergency number to arrange for
them to ring and meet or direct
emergency services

NO

YES

Dial 112 or 999 for emergency
services

Provide Emergency Services with the following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point or
nearest entrance gate from public road.
2. Type of incident
3. Number of people involved
4. Type of injuries sustained
5. Your Mobile Number
6. Local hazards, e.g voltages, substances, road conditions.

Is it safe to approach
patient

YES
If possible give first aid to the
patient and attempt to make the
patient as comfortable as possible.
Note: Only give first aid if you are
trained to do so.

NO

Make scene as safe as possible.
Do not make unnecessary phone
calls
Do not at any time endanger
yourself or cause further injury by
moving the patient from the scene.

Reassure patient that help is coming
and remain with patient until
emergency services arrive.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

Contact Windfarm Site Manager.
Inform them of accident location and
if there is a danger to nearby
residents.

Wind Farm Site Manager or
Caretaker to contact local residents
if necessary.

In the event of a personal injury where there is nobody present to provide immediate assistance
the following procedure applies.
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Follow lone working guidelines and
carry out these instructions before
commencing work.

Are you able to
contact emergency
services

Dial 112 or 999 for
emergency services

YES

NO

1. Remain Calm
2, If you have the SPOT Device press
911

Provide Emergency Services with the
following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name &
County
(b) GPS co-ordinates and town land name of
nearest Assembly Point or entrance gate
from main road

3. When the nominated person as
per the working alone guidelines do
not receive a phone call at the
appointed time they will contact the
emergency services.

2. Type of incident
3. Description of Vehicle involved
4. Number of people involved
5. Type of injuries sustained

Stay Calm and wait for emergency
services

6. Your Mobile Number
7. Local hazards. E.g. road conditions,
underground services

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

If you have mobile coverage do not
make unnecessary phone calls as
the emergency services may need to
contact you.

Contact Wind Farm Manager or
Caretaker as soon as you can after
the Emergency Services arrive with
location of accident.

Wind farm Manager or Caretaker will
contact local residents if necessary
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2.4 Procedure in event of an accident while working at height

The following guidelines must be followed while working at height.
• Climbing must be carried out in pairs. Not under any circumstance shall a turbine be
climbed alone.
• A person must be certified to work at heights before climbing the wind turbine and
safety equipment must be worn at all times while climbing.
• Never stand below or climb directly below another climber.
• Never enter or climb a tower during a lightning storm
• You must get the casualty to the ground or a tower platform.
YOU MUST FOLLOW THESE
GUIDELINES IN THE EVENT OF
SUSPENSION TRAUMA
It is important to rescue a person
suspended as quickly as possible

Is person suspended
in a harness

Send rope to the person if they are stil
conscious and ask them to wrap around
their knees and move their knees into a
sitting position

NO
YES
Give the patient first aid if required
and contact Site Manager or
caretaker immediately
Note: Only administer first aid if you
are trained to do so.

NO

Are emergency
services required

Lower person to platform or level ground
as quickly as possibly using a ladder
rescue device. Only authorised people
are to use a ladder rescue device.

YES

Lower person to horizontal position
gradually over 20 to 30 minutes. Do not
immediately lower to horizontal position
as this may cause injury.

Is mobile reception
poor

Contact Site First Aider and Emergency
Services

NO
Reassure Patient you are going to get
help and will return as soon as possible,
Cover patient if it is safe to do so and
move to an area with mobile coverage.

YES

Can you meet
Emergency Services
at Assembly Point
YES

NO

Dial 112 or 999 for
emergency services

Provide Emergency Services with the following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point or nearest
entrance gate from public road.

Call a collegue or ESBI Emergency
Number and ask them to contact
emergency service and arrange to meet
them at the assembly point and take
them to the turbine or provide directions
to turbine

2. Type of incident
3. Number of people involved
4. Type of injuries sustained
5. Your Mobile Number
6. Local hazards, e.g voltages, substances, road conditions.

If necessary give first aid to the patient and attempt to
make the patient as comfortable as possible.
Note: Only give first aid if you are trained to do so.

Reassure patient that help is coming
and remain with patient until
emergency services arrive.
Do not make unnecessary phone
calls

Do not at any time endanger
yourself or cause further injury by
moving the patient from the scene.

Contact Windfarm Site Manager or
Caretaker, inform them of accident
location and if there is a danger to
nearby residents.
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In the event that you are have an accident while working at height and are unable to contact the
second climber or are awaiting rescue the following procedure applies.
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2.5 Procedure in event of an accident on site roads

Care must always be taken while driving on site roads as they are narrow and cannot allow
vehicles to pass. There may also be animals on the roads.
Give the patient first aid if required
and contact Site Manager or
caretaker immediately.

NO

Are emergency
services required

Note: Only give first aid if trained to
do so.
YES
Take details of accident including:
1. Vehicle Registration
2. Driver Names
3. Damage occurred
4. Location of incident
5. Possible causes of incident
6. Weather conditions
7. Photos if possible

Mobile reception poor

NO
Can you meet
Emergency Services
at Assembly Point
NO

Contact a colleague or ESBI
Emergency Number and ask for
them to contact the emergency
services and arrange to meet them
at the assembly point or direct them
to the incident.

YES

Reassure Patient you are going to
get help and will return as soon as
possible, Cover patient if it is safe to
do so and move to an area with
mobile coverage.

YES
Dial 112 or 999 for Emergency
Services.
Do not move patient until emergency
services arrive.

Provide Emergency Services with the following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point or
nearest entrance gate from public road.
2. Type of incident
3. Description of vehicles involved
4. Number of people involved
5. Type of injuries sustained
6. Your Mobile Number
7. Local Hazards, e,g Road conditions, underground
services.

Is it safe to approach
vehicle

NO

Keep other vehicles and persons
away until emergency services
arrive.

YES
If possible give first aid to the
patient and attempt to make the
patient as comfortable as possible.
Note: Only give first aid if you are
trained to do so.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

Take details of accident including:
1. Vehicle Registration
2. Driver Names
3. Damage occurred
4. Location of incident
5. Possible causes of incident
6. Weather conditions
7. Photos if possible

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

Reassure patient that help is coming
and remain with patient until
emergency services arrive.
Do not make unnecessary phone
calls

Contact Windfarm Site Manager or
Caretaker and inform them of
accident location.

Do not at any time endanger
yourself or cause further injury by
moving the patient from the scene.
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In the event that you are have an accident while working alone and are unable to raise the alarm
the following procedure applies.
Follow lone working guidelines and
carry out these instructions before
commencing work.

Are you able to
contact emergency
services

Dial 112 or 999 for
emergency services

YES

NO

1. Remain Calm
2, If you have the SPOT Device press
911

Provide Emergency Services with the
following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name &
County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of
assembly point or nearest entrance gate from
public road.

3. When the nominated person as
per the working alone guidelines do
not receive a phone call at the
appointed time they will contact the
emergency services.

2. Type of incident
3. Description of Vehicle involved
4. Number of people involved
5. Type of injuries sustained

Stay Calm and wait for emergency
services

6. Your Mobile Number
7. Local hazards. E.g. road conditions,
underground services

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

If you have mobile coverage do not
make unnecessary phone calls as
the emergency services may need to
contact you.

Contact Wind Farm Manager or
Caretaker as soon as you can after
the Emergency Services arrive with
location of accident.

Wind farm Manager or Caretaker will
contact local residents if necessary
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2.6 Procedure in event of fire in Wind Turbine
The following procedure is to be followed in the event of a fire starting in the Wind
Turbine with personnel inside.
If it is safe to do so Isolate the turbine
NOTE: ONLY COMPETENT PEOPLE CAN ISOLATE AND EARTH EQUIPMENT
If the emergency stop is used note that there will be voltage on the transformer
and Medium Voltage Switchgear.

Can fire be
contained

YES

Extinguish Fire
NOTE: ONLY COMPETENT
PEOPLE TO USE
EXTINGUISHERS

NO

Exit tower and close
door. Do not Re-enter

Can you evacuate
using normal door

YES

NO

YES

Is there a need to
contact Emergency
Services

Use Emergency Descent
Is there a Casulty

Mobile Phone
Reception Poor

YES
Cover them and ensure they
can breath freely. Reassure
them that you will be back and
are going to get help

NO

YES

Contact Windfarm Site Manager or
ESBI Emergency Number

NO
NO

Can you meet
emergency
services
YES

Contact Colleague or ESBI
Emergency Number and ask
them to contact emergency
services and meet them at
assembly point or direct them
to turbine.

Contact Emergency Services
on 999 or 112.

Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point
or nearest entrance gate from public road.
2. Type of incident
3. Details on Casualties
4. Your Mobile Number
5. Local hazards. E.g voltage up to 20,000V,
transformer oil, etc.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

Contact Wind Farm Manager or 24
hour control centre to stop turbine.

Move a safe distance away from the
turbine. Keep People and vehicles a
safe distance away. Inform
contractors/staff to go to nearest
assembly point.

Wait for Emergency Services to
arrive & Reassure Casualty that help
is coming

Contact Windfarm Manager or
Caretaker and inform them of
location of accident and of any
danger to local residents.

WARNING !
Beware of toxic fumes and falling debris
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The following procedure is to be followed in the event of a fire starting in a Wind Turbine
with no personnel inside the turbine.
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2.7 Procedure in event of fire at substation
If it is safe to do so Isolate equipment
NOTE: ONLY COMPETENT PEOPLE CAN ISOLATE AND EARTH EQUIPMENT
If the emergency stop is used note that there will be CT and VT circuits live in
certain panels and the diesel generator will start up automatically supplying 400V
to the substation.

Can fire be
contained

YES

NO

Once area is electrically safe approach
with dry powder extinguisher.
NOTE: ONLY COMPETENT PEOPLE TO
USE EXTINGUISHERS
NEVER USE WATER EXTINGUISHERS
NEAR LIVE ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

Leave Building immediately and
close door behind

Contact Colleague or ESBI
Emergency Number and get them to
contact emergency services and
arrange to meet them or to direct
them.

NO

Can you meet
emergency services

YES

Is there a need to
contact Emergency
Services

YES
Contact Emergency Services.
On 999 or 112.
NO
Provide Emergency Services with the following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point or
nearest entrance gate from public road.
Contact Windfarm Site Manager or
ESBI Emergency Number

2. Type of incident
3. Injuries sustained
4. Your Mobile Number
5. Local hazards. E.g voltages to 110,000V, transformer oil,
diesel generator, SF6 gas

Do not approach
unless they are
electrically isolated

YES

Is there a Casulty

NO
Activate fire alarm if not already on.
Use insulated rod to
break contact or pull
clothes
NOTE: DO NOT TOUCH
BODY

Reassure Casualty that help is
coming

Contact Windfarm Site Manager or
Caretaker.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if the situation may endanger others.

Don’t make any unnecessary
phonecalls

Keep People and vehicles a safe
distance away. Inform contractors/
staff to go to nearest assembly
point.
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2.8 Procedure in event of forest fire

. Smoking is prohibited indoors and in all areas adjacent to forestry.
Retreat to a safe distance
Contact Colleague or
ESBI Emergency
Number and ask them
to contact and meet
emergency services or
direct them.

NO

Can you meet
emergency services
YES

Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name &
County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly
point or nearest entrance gate from public road.

NO

Is there a Casulty
YES
YES

2. Type of incident
3. Information on casualties

Do not approach
unless scene is
safe

Reassure Casualty that
help is coming

4. Your Mobile Number
5. Local Hazards. E.g underground services, road
conditions.
Contact Windfarm Site Manager and
turbine 24 hour control to turn off
affected towers. Inform them of fire
location and if there is danger to
local residents.

Wind farm Site Manager or Caretaker
to contact local residents if
necessary.

Retreat a safe distance and wait for
Emergency Services to arrive

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile.

Keep People and vehicles a safe
distance away. Inform contractors/
staff to go to nearest assembly
point.

Monitor the situation closely as a
change in wind direction may
significantly alter the spread of the
fire

Do not make any unnecessary
phonecalls.

WARNING !
Do not become trapped by fire or smoke
Always ensure that you have a means of escape to safe ground
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2.9 Procedure in event of wood/paper fire
Retreat to a safe distance
Contac ESBI
Emergency Number
and ask them to
contact and meet or
direct emergency
services

NO

YES
Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name &
County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly
point or nearest entrance gate from public road.

NO

Is there a Casulty
YES
YES

Can you meet
emergency services

2. Type of incident
3. Information on casualties

Do not approach
unless scene is
safe

Reassure Casualty that
help is coming

4. Your Mobile Number
5. Local Hazards. E.g underground services, road
conditions.
Contact Windfarm Site Manager and
turbine 24 hour control to turn off
affected towers. Inform them of fire
location and if there is danger to
local residents.

Wind farm Site Manager or Caretaker
to contact local residents if
necessary.

Retreat a safe distance and wait for
Emergency Services to arrive

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile.

Keep People and vehicles a safe
distance away. Inform contractors/
staff to go to nearest assembly
point.

Monitor the situation closely as a
change in wind direction may
significantly alter the spread of the
fire

Do not make any unnecessary
phonecalls.

WARNING !
Do not become trapped by fire or smoke
Always ensure that you have a means of escape to safe ground
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2.10

Procedure in event of Turbine mechanical failure
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2.11

Procedure in event of electrocution
Do not approach person until electrical supply has been
disconnected.
If it is safe to do so Isolate Turbine or Substation. Note: Only
competent persons are to carry out isolation.

If emergency stop is used to provide
isolation note that some electrical
equipment may be live.

Contac ESBI
Emergency Number
and ask them to
contact and meet or
direct emergency
services

Can you meet
emergency services

NO

YES
Dial 112 or 999 for emergency services.
If you cannot move casualty to a
location where ambulance/Fire Brigade
can access ask for Mountain Rescue

Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name &
County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly
point or nearest entrance gate from public road.
2. Type of incident
3. Information on casualties
4. Your Mobile Number
5. Local Hazards. E.g underground services, road
conditions.
Do not approach until source of
electricity has been disconnected.
Move the person away from source of
electricity using insulated rod,
wooden ladder or other dry non metal
object.

LV

Is the Voltage
HV > 1000V AC
or
LV < 1000V AC?
HV
Do not approach until source has
been disconnected.

Give first aid to casualty if
necessary and if trained to do so.

Use insulated rods certified for the
applicable voltage level, e,g 20,000V
or 110,000V to remove casualty from
electricity.
Note: Only use safety equipment if
trained to do so.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile.

Contact Wind farm Site Manager or
Caretaker who will contact local
residents if necessary.

Keep People and vehicles a safe
distance away. Inform contractors/
staff to go to nearest safe assembly
point.
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2.12

Procedure in event of water pollution with sediment

Construction can potentially lead to the following:
•
•

Sediment loss to drains and receiving waters leaving the site
Failure of the sediment control system of settlement ponds.
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2.12.1 Procedure in the event of Water pollution from sediment loss
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2.13

Procedure in event of chemical spill

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) are located in each turbine for all turbine hazardous
materials; there is also a reference MSDS located in the substation for the turbine. The Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) for the substation are located at the substation.
The largest quantity of hazardous materials on the windfarm are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mineral/Silicon oil in transformers
Lubricating oils in the turbines
Petrol in the generator
SF6 gas in the substation or turbine switchgear
Lead Acid in the substation batteries
Fire extinguishers in substation and turbine
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2.12.2 Procedure in the event of Mineral oil, silicon oil, diesel oil or lubricating oil spill
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2.12.3 Procedure in the event of SF6 or CO2 gas leak
If the gas is released from switchgear or fire
extinguishers evacuate the area.
Note: SF6 gas is odourless and colourless so
pay attention to indicators on the switchgear
particularly before entering trenches or turbine
basement as SF6 is heavier than air.
C02 is heavier than air and has a sharp smell in
high concentrations

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to assembly
points if required either by raising alarm or
contact via radio or mobile if the situation may
endanger others.

Isolate any rotating machinery or
electrical equipment. Note only
competent people may carry out
isolation.

Is it safe to enter
area

NO

If the emergency stop push button
please note some electrical
apparatus may still be live.
YES
If there is danger of fire or injury
follow the relevant emergency
response and make scene safe.

Wear self contained breathing apparatus unless
atmosphere is proved safe.

Note: SF6 or CO2 are not
flammable gases and any
extinguishers is safe to use.

Ensure adequate ventilation

However if SF6 is involved in a fire
toxic or corrosive fumes may be
produced.
Try to stop release and entering basements and
work pits where it’s accumulation can be
dangerous.
To clean up large volume ventilate area for safety
reasons. The deliberate release of SF6 or CO2 to
the atmosphere should be avoided and the gas
should be captured.

Inform Wind farm Manager of incident.
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2.12.4 Procedure in the event of battery acid spill
If the spill is into a watercourse or lake
contact Site Manager immediately who
will contact the Environmental
Protection Agency

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points if required either by
raising alarm or contact via radio or
mobile if the situation may endanger
others.

Isolate any rotating machinery or
electrical equipment. Note only
competent people may carry out
isolation.
If the emergency stop push button
please note some electrical
apparatus may still be live.

NO

Is it safe to enter
area

YES

If there is danger of fire or injury
follow the relevant emergency
response and make scene safe.
Only C02 extinguishers are to be
used and acid resistant clothing
and self contained breathing
apparatus must be worn while
fighting the firel.
Note: Highly flammable hydrogen
gas is produced during charging
and operation of the batteries,
Keep sources of ignition away
from batteries.

Wear self Personnel Protective Equipment (PPE)
before cleaning the spill as follows:
Acid resistant clothing
Acid resistant gloves
Acid resistant boots
Face Shield

Stop flow of spill with sand, earth or other inert
material from spill kit.
If possible neutralise acid using soda, ash,
sodium bicarbonate or lime.
Do not allow discharge of un-neutralised acid to
watercourse.

Place contaminated material in bins provided

Inform Wind farm Manager of incident and any
materials used from spill kit.
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2.12.5 Procedure in the event of Powder extinguisher use
If the spill is into a watercourse or
lake contact Site Manager
immediately who will contact the
Environmental Protection Agency

Isolate any rotating machinery or
electrical equipment. Note only
competent people may carry out
isolation.
If the emergency stop push button
please note some electrical
apparatus may still be live.

Is it safe to clean
up spill

NO

YES

If there is danger of fire or injury
follow the relevant emergency
response and make scene safe.
Use foam or CO2 extinguishers on
fire if it is safe to do so and if
trained to operate an extinguisher.

Clean up spill and transfer to container for
disposal.
A vacuum cleaner can be used to minimise dust

When recovering the spill wear the following
personnel protective equipment:
Gloves

Place contaminated pads and gloves in the
disposal bins provided place containers/barrels
with contaminated materials on bunded area.

Inform Wind farm Manager of incident, amount
of substance spilled and materials used from
spill kit.
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2.14

Procedure in event of exposed cables
If cables are exposed retreat to a
safe distance.

If it is safe to do so Isolate Note: Only competent persons are to
carry out isolation.
If you are not competent to carry out isolation contact Wind
Farm site manager immediately who will isolate cable.
Provide details on location. Number and GPS of closest turbine.
Wind Farm manager or Caretaker will contact local residents if
necessary
If it is an emergency use the emergency trip pushbutton

Is there a casulty

YES
Can you meet the
Emergency Services

Contact Colleague or ESBI
Emergency Number to arrange
to contact and meet or direct
emergency services

NO

YES
Do not approach person until electrical supply has been
disconnected.
Use an insulated rod rated for 20,000V or 110,000V to remove
casualty from scene.
Note: Only use insulated rods if trained to do so.

Contact Emergency Services on
999 or 112.

NO

NO

Provide Emergency Services with the following information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point or
nearest entrance gate from public road
2. Type of incident
3. Details of electrical equipment, voltages, SF6 gas etc.
4. Details on Casualties
4. Your Mobile Number

Give first aid to casualty if
necessary & reassure Casualty that
help is coming
Note: Only trained personnel can
carry out first aid.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile.

Keep People and vehicles a safe
distance away. Inform contractors/
staff to go to nearest assembly
point.
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Do not make any unnecessary
phonecalls.
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2.15

Procedure in event of security alert

If person enters site with a weapon
or threatens violence.

Remain Calm.
Do not approach or confront the
person.
Find suitable area to take cover

If it is safe to do so contact
Emergency Services on 999 or 112
without alerting the person.

Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point or
nearest entrance gate from public road
2. Type of weapon (e.g gun, knife etc)
3. Location of weapon if person does not have it in their
hand
4. Is there anybody being held hostage

Limit access to where the person is
located. Keep people and vehicles
away and wait for emergency
services to arrive

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
assembly points either by raising
alarm or contact via radio or mobile
if it is safe to so without alerting the
person.

Contact Wind Farm Manager or
Caretaker as soon as it is safe to do
so.
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2.16

Procedure in event of landslide

If a landslide occurs stay away from
the site as flooding or additional
slides may occur as a result of the
primary slide.

Check for injured people if it is
possible to do so without
entering path of landslide.

Contact Site Manager or caretaker
immediately

Is there a casualty
NO
YES
Can you meet
emergency services

Give them details of the location of
the landslide and nearest turbine
number and GPS if possible

YES

YES

Mobile reception poor
YES
Wind farm Manager or Caretaker will
contact local residents.

Contact Colleague or ESBI
Emergency Number & arrange for
them to contact and meet or direct
emergency services

NO

Reassure Patient you are going to
get help and will return as soon as
possible, Cover patient if it is safe to
do so and move to an area with
mobile coverage.

Dial 112 or 999 for Emergency
services.
Request Mountain Rescue if you are
trapped by slide.
Do not move patient until
emergency services arrive.

Contact Emergency Services for
road closure.
Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point
or nearest entrance gate from public road
2. Type of incident
3. Number of people involved
4. Type of injuries sustained
5. Request nearby road closure
6. Your Mobile Number

Contact Wind Farm Manager or
Caretaker with details of the location
of the landslide and nearest turbine
number and GPS if possible. They
will contact local residents.

Be alert when driving roads may
become blocked or collapse.
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Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
safe assembly points either by
raising alarm or contact via radio or
mobile if the situation may endanger
others.
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Keep people and vehicles a safe
distance away and direct wind farm
staff to the nearest safe assembly
point
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2.17

Procedure in event of landslide impact on environment
If a landslide occurs stay away from
the site as flooding or additional
slides may occur as a result of the
primary slide.

Check for injured people if it is
possible to do so without
entering path of landslide.

Contact Site Manager or caretaker
immediately

Is there a casualty
NO
YES
Can you meet
emergency services

Give them details of the location of
the landslide and nearest turbine
number and GPS if possible

YES

YES

Mobile reception poor
YES
Wind farm Manager or Caretaker will
contact local residents.,Inland
Fisheries Irelanmd, National Parks
and Wildlife Service and Mayo
County Council

Contact Colleague or ESBI
Emergency Number & arrange for
them to contact and meet or direct
emergency services

NO

Reassure Patient you are going to
get help and will return as soon as
possible, Cover patient if it is safe to
do so and move to an area with
mobile coverage.

Dial 112 or 999 for Emergency
services.
Request Mountain Rescue if you are
trapped by slide.
Do not move patient until
emergency services arrive.

Contact Emergency Services for
road closure.
Provide Emergency Services with the following
information.
1. Location of incident (a) Wind Farm Name & County
(b) GPS Co-ordinates and townland of assembly point
or nearest entrance gate from public road
2. Type of incident
3. Number of people involved
4. Type of injuries sustained
5. Request nearby road closure
6. Your Mobile Number

Contact Wind Farm Manager or
Caretaker with details of the location
of the landslide and nearest turbine
number and GPS if possible. They
will contact local residents.

Be alert when driving roads may
become blocked or collapse.
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Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
safe assembly points either by
raising alarm or contact via radio or
mobile if the situation may endanger
others.
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Keep people and vehicles a safe
distance away and direct wind farm
staff to the nearest safe assembly
point
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2.18

Procedure in event of lightning
If there is lightening within 48 to 80
km from windfarm do not attempt to
climb a wind turbine and all work
should stop.

Evacuate Wind Farm Personnel to
sheltered areas off the wind farm
site either by raising alarm or
contact via radio or mobile.

Once lightning has moved 48km
from the site for more than 30
minutes personnel can return to site.

Lightning strike on or
adjacent to turbine

YES

NO

If there is damage to the turbine
Do not approach turbine until storm
contact Wind Farm Site Manager and
has passed and stop turbine
24 hour control centre to turn off
remotely.
turbine.

Do not approach turbine until storm
has passed

Contact Wind farm Site Manager or
Caretaker
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2.19

Extreme Weather Conditions

Wind Conditions.
Working on wind turbines is limited within certain wind speeds:
At an average wind speed of 15m/s to 19m/s no work shall be performed outside the nacelle or
in the hub.
At average speeds of 20m/s all climbing of turbines is prohibited.
At wind speeds of 25m/s the wind farm should be evacuated using the evacuation procedure to
the assembly points.
Snow/Ice Conditions
Climbing is permitted inside towers during ice and snow conditions but no work is to be carried
out on the nacelle or hub or on lattice met mast towers.
Where roads are difficult to pass with snow or ice conditions then work should be stopped until
conditions improve.
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2.20

Lone working procedure

Staff members or Contractors may, on occasions, be required to work alone. Lone working by
contractors must be approved by Site Manager and a risk assessment carried out.
The terrain in this site is inhospitable with particularly dangerous underfoot conditions in some
areas.
The site may on occasions suffer from severe weather conditions such as frost and mist and
strong gusts.
Some locations in the Windfarm may not have Mobile Phone Reception.
It is therefore vital for your own safety to follow these guidelines when working alone.
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Before Proceeding to Work Location
1.Assess the work requirements in advance. Take particular note of the exact location and the expected duration
of the work.
2. Carry out risk assessment. Note the weather forecast for the area.
3. Select a dependable contact person. Explain to this person that you will be working alone in a remote area
and request his permission to be your contact person.
This person could be the Site Manager, a work colleague or family member.
4.Discuss the work plan with the person and also the Emergency Plan in the event of an accident (Phone
Numbers etc.) Give the grid coordinates of the nearest wind turbine or substation.
5. Always carry a mobile phone and SPOT device and check batteries are fully charged
6. Always carry a site map with grid coordinates and a list of emergency contacts
7. Always carry a portable first aid kit
8. Always wear PPE in particular high vis vest.
9. Use a flashing beacon on vehicle

Move to nearest area with
reception and note the time
taken to get to this area

YES

Is Mobile Phone Reception
Poor at work location

NO
Use mobile to contact ‘Contact
Person’ / TPA

Provide Contact Person with the following information.
1. Location of work and GPS co-ordinates of nearest wind turbine
2. Type of work involved
3. Expected duration of work
4. Exact time of next contact, dependent on risks involved. Always allow for
travelling time to where mobile reception is available.
4. Type of clothing worn

Proceed with work.
If work be comes unsuitable for lone working at any
time STOP immediately and inform Site Manager

At appointed time contact the contact person and
decide on next contact time

When work has finished phone the contact person
and inform them that you have completed the work
and are now leaving the area.

NOTE!
All lone working must be approved by Wind Farm manager.
No lone working is to be carried out at heights.
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3

ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION

All contractors are responsible for notifying Wind Farm Site Management of all accidents and
the Health and Safety Authority where required.
Lost time and other significant accidents
must be investigated immediately while
the scene is undisturbed and people’s
memories are fresh.

Do not disturb scene of accident other
than to provide assistance to victim and
to make area safe

Interview all persons concerned

Record the condition of plant, tools and
equipment as approproate.

Take photos and/or video of accident
location as appropriate.

Take copies of Proof of Isolation and
other relevant documentation such as a
risk assessment for the activity.

Identify PPE worn at time of
accident.

1. Identify direct causes
2. Identify indirect root causes

Person Factors
Training
Procedures
Instruction
Supervision
Tiredness
Time Pressures
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Work Location
Access
Lighting level
Plant Isolation
Housekeeping
Noise
Dust

Tools/Plant/Equipment
Type- Was it suitable?
Design and Layout
Condition
Plant Labelling
Plant colour coding
PPE
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4

APPENDIX A – WINDFARM DETAILS

4.1 EMERGENCY NUMBERS

Wind Farm Contacts:
Organisation
Oweninny Power
Limited

Contact Person
Gerard
Noonan(Project
Manager

Inland Fisheries
Ireland Ballina

John Conneeley
(Director Western
River Basin
District)

Ardnaree House,
Abbey Street,
Ballina,
Co. Mayo,
Ireland

Mayo County
Council

Environment
Section

Second Floor, Mayo
County Council
Aras an Chontae
The Mall
Castlebar

Tel:353 (0)94 902 44 44
Email:
Environment@mayococo.ie

Second Floor
Mayo County Council
Aras an Chontae
The Mall
Castlebar

Phone: (094)902 44 44
Email:
Roads@mayococo.ie

Roads Section

National Parks
and Wildlife
Service

Fire Brigade
Garda
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Western Region
Regional Manager:
Deputy Regional
Manager:
Divisional
Ecologist:
District
Conservation
Officer: (Mayo).

West Regional
Control Centre
Bangor Erris

Contact details
Mob: 0879976880
Tel:
Email:
gerard.noonan@esb.ie
Tel: 353 (096) 22788
Mob:353 (087) 2209262
Email:
John.Conneeley@fisheries
Ireland.ie

Out-of-Hours Contact
094 90 24444

Out-of-Hours Contact
094 90 24444

Tel: 353 (095) 60 900
Tel:353 (076) 100 2519
Tel:353 (091) 539 284
Tel:353 (076) 100 2520

112 or 999
Bangor Erris is in the
Mayo Division and in
Belmullet District.
Bangor Erris Garda
Station,
37

Tel: +353 97 83462
Fax: No fax
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Bangor Erris,
Co. Mayo.
District
HQ: Belmullet

District
District HQ Tel: +353 97
Officer: Superintendent 81917
Joseph McKenna

Divisional
HQ: Castlebar

Divisional
Officer: Chief
Superintend. Finbarr
O'Brien
Crossmolina Garda
Station,
Crossmolina,
Co. Mayo.

Crossmolina.
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